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Introduction

We often meet with Functional Equations in the poor mathematics and

its applications - for example in economy or phisics. Their solution is an

old and difficult problem. This area became indepent discipline only in

the middle of twentieth century, the first summarizing was made by Já-

nod Aczél. This discipline does not have such comprehensive theory as

the theory of ordinal differential equations. The most important reason for

this is the complexity of the area, the used mathematical methods mostly

demand notable mathematical techniques, which alloy the elemanetal and

advanced methods of analyzis, use techniques of measure theory, func-

tional analysis and abstract algebra. In a a wider sense we can consider

differential and integral equations and recurrent sequences as functional

equations. But the useful conventions of this area exclude these equations

from examining.

In the first part of this dissertation we examined the nowadays computer

applications, possibilities illustrated by examples. We described a method

and algorithm for solving a simple class of functional equations.

The handling and solving these eqautions is very elaborated by te fact

that the general and ”regular” solutions may differs greatly. Here and later

on ”regular” solutions we mean some analitical conditions, for example

measurability, continuity, differentiability. Probably the additive Cauchy

equation is the simpleste example for this. In the second part of this dis-

sertation we payed attention on theoretical background of regularity. We
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examined the

f(x) = h
(

x, y, f
(

g1 (x, y)
)

, . . . , f
(

gn (x, y)
)

)

type equations, where h, g1, . . . , gn are the known functions, f is the unk-

nown function, and x, y are from some (not necessarily same) euclide-

an spaces. Similarly, the domains and ranges of previous functions are in

some euclidean spaces.

The third part of this dissertation dealt with symbolical interval arithme-

tic. One of the purposes of development this area was that the algebaic

modifications of functional equations modify the ranges and domains of

the fuctions. Beside this we wanted to use some method for examining

serious regularity problems. (For example we can think to preparing com-

pact sets in euclidean spaces)

The fourth part of this dissertation dealt with the examination of re-

gularity with computers. Firstly, we investigated quasi-linear functional

equations, and examined the geometric interpretation of the rank of Jacobi-

matrices. In the last division of this part we dealt with making compact

sets.

In working-out of methods we used MAPLE (ver 15.0) and SAGE (more

versions) computer algebra systems. Using computer algebraic systems is

not a strong restriction, the problems are not too time consuming, and ad-

ditionally we could concentrate on essential mathematical problems.

János Aczél was a researcher of more hungarian universities, probably

this is one reason why in Hungary are many research courses on area of

functional equations. And this is one of motives for the many Hungarian

refeneces in bibliography.
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Overview of computer applications

In this section the author reviewed the computher methods and solu-

tions in the literature, and examined the applicability of computer algebra-

ic systems in examination of functional equations. The large part of these

is not an algorithm rather we use more consciously the built-in symbolic

computational mechanisms: we use the underliyng system as a very clever

calculator.

In the majority of cases during the solution we need some special substitu-

tional value or some new variables. Possibly these may be trivial methods

but may very trickies. In the last case a computer algebra system is very

helpful because never counts incorrectly.

One of most efficient method of solving functional equations is the trans-

forming them to differential equations, and then solving the new equations.

The MAPLE computer algebra system is one of the most prepared system

to solve symbolically and numerically differential equations. If we suppo-

se that the unknown functions are analytics we can solve the equation with

series expansion about the origo.

The relationship between functional equations and means has a very di-

versified literature, some mentioned in our referece. Here mentioned only

the artickles of Baják and Páles. In this articles they used the MAPLE com-

puter algebra system to perform Taylor series expansion. They examined

the case when the equations are Gini- or Stolarsky-means. The solutions

heavily depends on homogenity and the symmetry. In this case the compu-

ter support means some algebraic manipulation and Taylor expansion. In

this special case the odd order elements of this Taylor expansion are zeros,

the code computes the even order elements between two and twelwe. The

result is an eleven grade polynomial equation system, firstly it seems too
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hard. With a sb1 := a = w+ v+
√
r + s; like substitutionn we can elimi-

nate one variable. The original article used resultant to solve this task. We

published here a Groebner-base solution, it seems a little bit shorter.

Now see the

f (x) + f

(

1

1− x

)

= x , (1)

equation. The unknown function here is f , and see its effects on the next

inner functions:

g0(x) = x, g1(x) =
1

1− x
,

and x ∈ R and x 6= 0, 1. It is easy to verify thatg21(x) = (g1 ◦ g1)(x) =
x−1
x

and g31(x) = g0(x) = x, so the compositions of g0, g1, g
2
1 fuctions

generate a group with the composition operator, here the neutral element

is g0. In the solution of example we substituted x with g1(x), g
2
1(x) expr-

essions respectively, then we solved the new equation system for f(x). The

problem can be formulated more generally: if the G = {g1(t), g2(t), . . . , gn(t)
maps generate a group with the composition operator, then we can easy

solve the
n
∑

i=1

ai(t)f(gi(t)) = h(t)

functional eqaution. Here ai and b are the known functions, and we substi-

tuted gi(t) instead od t. The generated linear equation system v solvable.

Equations like this or more generally, the solution of equations in form

F (f ◦ g1(t), . . . , f ◦ gn(t), t) = h(t)

is examined by Bessenyei at al. We examined here only that how we can

solve these equations with computer algebra.
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The regularity of non-composite equations

A useful method to solve functional equations is a transformation it

by some methods of analyzis to a special form, for example we make or-

dinary or partial differential equations. We need some ”strong” regularity

properties for this. We prove it for unknown function(s) from the ”weak”

regularity of known functions.

The proof of ”strong” regularity is a multistep process:

(I) the measurability implies continuity;

(II) Baire-property implies the continuity;

(III) continuity implies the almost everywhere differentiability;

(IV) almost everywhere differentiability implies continuously differen-

tiability;

(V) p-times differentiability implies the p+ 1-time differentiability;

(VI) infinit-times differentiability implies analicity.

Based on the above we speak about regularity problems. Our main prob-

lem is

Problem (The main problem). Let X,Y and Z open subsets from R
r,Rs,

and R
t (here r, s, t are natural numbers), and let D open subset of X×Y ,

and W is an open subset from D × Zn.

Furthermore f : X → Z, gi : D → X (i = 1, 2, . . . , n), and h : W → Z

are functions. Suppose that

1. if (x, y) ∈ D, then (x, y, f(g1(x, y), . . . , f(gn(x, y))) ∈ W and

f(x) = h
(

x, y, f
(

g1 (x, y)
)

, . . . , f
(

gn (x, y)
)

)

, n ∈ N ;
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2. h is analytic;

3. gi is analytic and for everyx ∈ X there exist an y for which (x, y) ∈
D and

∂gi
∂y

(x, y) is r (i = 1, 2, . . . , n) .

Is it true that all measurable (or has Baire-property) f is analytic?

Symbolic interval arithmetic

We often meet with problem to modify domains and ranges during

algebraic transformations of functional equations. In the studied cases the

base spaces are finite dimensional euclidean spaces, or they are topolog-

ically simply open, closed or compact subsets. In one dimensional case

these subsets are mostly intervals. The interval analysis nowadays is a

classic method in numerical analysis. But this method uses only closed

intervals and the numeric precisity is the most important thing. In our case

we work mostly with open intervals and the precisity not too important.

In this chapter we described a method created by us which is suitable for

symbolic manipulation of intervasls. We published the MAPLE and the

SAGE code.

Examining the regularity

Next we examine functional equations in form

f(x) = h
(

x, y, f
(

g1 (x, y)
)

, . . . , f
(

gn (x, y)
)

)

.

This type of equation is enough general, many of well known equations

follows this scheme. We have note that mainly the outer function h is not
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too complicated, it is usually some arithmetic expression, so the smooth-

ness is apriori given. And it is true for the inner functions gi. Because

of, this the most important thing is to determine the rank of the Jacobi-

ans. First we deal with equations satisfying conditions of theorem about

regularity of quasi-linear equations. After this we examine a geometric in-

terpretation of conditions of partial derivatives in theorem . After this we

find a comapct set for a non quasi-linear equation.

Geometric interpretation

In the point 3. of problem we state a condition for Jacobians. We

provide for this a geometric interpretation. First we examined the special

case when r = s = t = 1. Then the criterion for ranks simplifies to

∀x ∈ X there exist y ∈ Y for which

∂gi(x, y)

∂y
6= 0 .

The partial derivative is an x → ∂gi(x,y)
∂y

mapping, so it is a curve in plane

R
2 which does not contains section perpendicular to x axis. Conversly, if

the curve does not contains perpendicular section for all x then the points

of intersection with x-axis is a nowhere dense D subset in R
2, so the re-

gularity condition is satisfied. We illustrated this with some examples.
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Making compact subset

We find to the such compact set o tfunctional equation

(f (t (x+ y))− f (tx)) (f (x+ y)− f (y)) =

(f (t (x+ y))− f (ty)) (f (x+ y)− f (x)) . , (2)

which contains x-es and all off g(x)-es.

Possible further improvements

Similar methots to the group theoretic considerations mentioned in

the first chapter allows to make programs to solve wide range of functio-

nal equations. Naturally we must take into consideration that in practical

applications more importants the equations with some regualrity. Beca-

use the inner functions mostly are simply - linear expressions, quotients

of first or second order polynomials - it seems simply to forward further.

in the symbolic intervallum manipulation we must solve the problem of

functional equations in several variables(domains and ranges). It seems

expedient to rewrite tha handling of functionals equations with object, for

this the SAGE seems to be more suitable because of the underlying Python

environment.
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